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Dahle 41314 Specifications
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CleanTEC® Safe Tech ESP SmartPower Auto Oiler CDs / DVDs

41314 10 ¹⁄ 13 / 16 3 ¹⁄ " � � � � � � .87 hp 46 23 gal 705 34 ¼" x 21 ½" x 17 ⅛"

foundation of the CleanTEC® design. �is in -
tegrated air filtration system collects fine dust 
where it is created, directly above the cutting cyl-
inders. �e dust is then pulled through a closed 
system into a specialized CleanTEC® filter on 
the back of the machine. �is filter permanently 
traps up to 98% of the fine dust, and provides a 
cleaner, healthier work environment. 

Safety continues to be the priority at Dahle, and 
the CleanTEC® 41314 shredder features the 
most advanced safety features in the industry. 
Equipped with the revolutionary Safe Technol-
ogy Package, each shredder offers Verbal and 
Contact Emergency Shutdown. In the event of 
an emergency, simply say "Stop" or tap the top 
cover of the machine, and the shredder immedi-
ately stops. �e 10 ¼" feed opening is reinforced 
with steel and only large enough to accept paper. 
As an added safeguard, this opening contains 
electronic sensors that will turn the shredder off, 
should your fingers get too close. An emergency 
shutoff switch is also located on the back of the 
machine as yet another level of personal safety.

machine's functions and notifies the user when 
sheet capacity is exceeded, when to replace the 
filter, and even when to change the shred bag. 
Equipped with ESP (Electronic Sensing Protec
tion), the shredder "Knows" how much paper 
you're trying to shred and won't allow sheet ca
pacity to be exceeded.

�e CleanTEC® 41314 operates using the in
tuitive SmartPower Energy Management System. 
�is multi-stage system reduces power consump
tion after ten minutes of sitting idle (sleep mode), 
and completely powers down after 30 minutes of 
inactivity. Dahle SmartPower will appeal to those 
interested in conserving energy as well as reduc
ing electrical costs.

Small offices or teams of employees will ben
efit from the ease of use and quiet operation of 
this small to mid-size shredder. �e CleanTEC® 
41314 shredder is designed to shred between 1
and 400 sheets of paper per day, and is perfect 
for destroying personnel records, client proposals 
and tax information.
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